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1.

The Vivid Collection 3-Pack for the Mavic contains ND4/PL, ND8/PL, and 
ND16/PL filters, for reducing shutter speed, removing glare, and helping 
increase color saturation. Each filter is manufactured with our AirFrame™ 
feather-light design along with our Cinema Series high-grade polished 
glass; containing 8-layers of coating on each side to help fight lens flare.

MVC-CS-VIVIDVivid Collection
CINEMA SERIES™

The Shutter Collection filter 3-Pack is part of PolarPro’s Cinema Series 
line. Featuring the highest grade glass and coatings delivering perfect 
optics. The Cinema Series is for pilots who demand the absolute best. 
Featuring an aluminum frame which is thin enough to stay on during 
gimbal start-up; the Shutter Collection for the Mavic contains ND8, ND16 
and ND32 filters for reducing shutter speed. Each filter is manufactured 
with PolarPro’s AirFrame™ feather-light design for smooth gimbal       
opeoperation. The Cinema Series for the DJI Mavic comes with a lifetime 
warranty ensuring they will last.

MVC-CS-SHUTTERShutter Collection
CINEMA SERIES™

DJI MAVIC FILTERS



2.

The Mavic Filter 3-Pack includes a Circular Polarizer filter for reducing 
glare and increasing color saturation, an ND8 filter for reducing shutter 
speed on partly-cloudy days and an ND16 filter for filming on sunny 
days. Each ND filter helps reduce shutter speed to create smooth         
cinematic videos. Each filter is built using our AirFrame™ construction 
for a feather-light weight that ensures smooth gimbal movement. Using 
a secure pressure-fit design, these filters fit over the Mavic camera lens 
for quick infor quick installation and removal. A custom made carrying case is also 
included. Take your Mavic photos and videos to the next level with this 
essential set of filters.

MVC-5001Filter 3-Pack
MAVIC

Included in this set are both the Cinema Series Vivid Collection and  
Shutter Collection filter sets. The 6-Pack contains ND4/PL, ND8/PL, 
ND16/PL, ND8, ND16 and ND32 filters, for reducing shutter speed,      
helping removing glare and increasing color saturation. This is the        
ultimate filter set for pilots looking to capture the best imagery possible 
in any and all lighting conditions.

MVC-CS-6PACKFilter 6-Pack
CINEMA SERIES™

DJI MAVIC FILTERS



3.

The PolarPro UV Filter for the Mavic can be used to protect the camera 
lens while flying. The multi-coated glass reduces lens flaring and          
increases light transmission. The UV filter is an excellent way to help 
protect your camera lens in the event of a crash. The aircraft aluminum 
frame is lightweight, yet very durable. The UV filter can quickly be      
installed and removed with its pressure fit mounting design. The UV 
filter is an excellent way to keep your Mavic’s lens protected, without 
effeffecting optical clarity.

MVC-UVUV Filter
MAVIC

The Mavic Filter Professional 6-Pack includes all the filters in the 3-Pack, 
plus three additional filters to cover nearly every lighting condition.     
Included are a CP, ND8, ND16, ND32, ND8/PL, and ND16/PL filter.     
Featuring our AirFrame™ feather-light frame, HD glass, pressure fit 
design and protective carrying cases; the Mavic Professional Filter 
6-Pack will help take your Mavic photos and videos to the next level.

MVC-5002Professional 6-Pack
MAVIC

DJI MAVIC FILTERS



4.

The PolarPro Hard Case for the DJI Mavic is an excellent solution for 
pilots seeking maximum equipment protection during travel. Watertight 
and impact-resistant, this hard case will protect your Mavic and sensitive 
electronics from even the toughest trail conditions. Featuring custom 
engineered slots for one Mavic, a remote, two extra batteries and four 
additional accessory slots; this case fits all of your drone essentials. 
Backed by a lifetime guarantee, the PolarPro Hard Case for the Mavic is 
built built for endless exploration.

MVC-HRD-CSEHard Travel Case
MAVIC

The PolarPro Mavic Landing Gear provides a more stable, wider stance 
for your Mavic. They quickly and securely press onto the legs for easy 
installation and removal. Raising the Mavic up 1.5-inches, they help keep 
the camera and gimbal further away from the landing surface. They also 
help keep the Mavic stable during uneven or rough take-offs and        
landings. Constructed out of glass filled nylon, the legs are very durable 
and rigid, and our lifetime guarantee ensures they will last.

MVC-LGLanding Gear
MAVIC

DJI MAVIC ACCESSORIES



5.

The Kantana Camera Tray turns your DJI Mavic aircraft into a handheld 
camera for shooting cinematic videos on the ground. The Kantana Tray 
provides enhanced control and precision while using your Mavic gimbal 
and camera as a handheld rig. The tray allows you to shoot stunning, 
professional cinematic video in no-fly zones, or when precise camera 
movements are needed on the ground. Turn your Mavic into a do-it-all 
professional rig with the Kantana.

MVC-KANTANTAKantana Camera Tray
MAVIC

The PolarPro Mavic Soft Case keeps your drone and accessories safe and 
organized. The Mavic Soft Case is constructed out of a molded EVA 
shell, contoured to fit the Mavic. The slim design enables it fit into most 
backpacks, or it can be attached to the outside of a pack with a          
carabiner. The Mavic Soft Case has the perfect amount of space to fit 
your drone, two batteries, remote and filters. Designed to be compact 
and portable, the DJI Mavic Soft Case is perfect for your filming          
adadventures.

MVC-CASESoft Travel Case
MAVIC

DJI MAVIC ACCESSORIES



6.

The Vivid Collection 3-Pack for the DJI Phantom 4 Pro contains ND4/PL, 
ND8/PL, and ND16/PL filters, for reducing shutter speed, removing glare, 
and helping increase color saturation. Each filter is manufactured with 
our AirFrame™ feather-light design along with our Cinema Series         
high-grade polished glass; containing 8-layers of coating on each side to 
help fight lens flare. Backed by a lifetime warranty, these filters are   
guaranteed to outlast your drone.

P4PRO-CS-VIVIDVivid Collection
CINEMA SERIES™

The Shutter Collection filter 3-Pack is part of PolarPro’s Cinema Series 
line. Featuring the highest grade glass and coatings delivering perfect 
optics. The Cinema Series is for pilots who demand the absolute best. 
Featuring an aluminum frame which is thin enough to stay on during 
gimbal start-up; the Shutter Collection for the DJI Phantom 4 Pro      
contains ND8, ND16 and ND32 filters for reducing shutter speed. Each 
filter is manufactured with PolarPro’s AirFrame™ feather-light design for 
smooth gimbal opesmooth gimbal operation. The Cinema Series for the DJI Mavic comes 
with a lifetime warranty ensuring they will last.

P4PRO-CS-SHUTTERShutter Collection
CINEMA SERIES™

DJI PHANTOM 4 PRO FILTERS



7.

The PolarPro Phantom 4 Pro UV filter is a direct replacement of the DJI 
UV filter included with the Phantom 4 Pro. The PolarPro UV filter is   
multi-coated to help reduce lens flaring when shooting into the sun. The 
lightweight frame weighs just 3.95 grams, ensuring the gimbal will    
operate smoothly. This UV filter is perfect for Phantom 4 Pro pilots    
looking to replace or upgrade their current stock UV filter.

P4PRO-UVUV Filter
PHANTOM 4 PRO

Included in this set is both the Cinema Series Vivid Collection and Shut-
ter Collection. The Vivid and Shutter Collections are part of PolarPro’s 
Cinema Series line featuring the highest-grade glass and coatings,      
delivering perfect optics for pilots who demand the absolute best. The 
6-Pack contains ND4/PL, ND8/PL, and ND16/PL, ND8, ND16, and ND32 
filters, for reducing shutter speed, removing glare, and increasing color 
saturation. Each filter is manufactured with PolarPro’s AirFrame feather-
light design light design for smooth gimbal operation.

P4PRO-CS-6PACKFilter 6-Pack
CINEMA SERIES™

DJI PHANTOM 4 PRO FILTERS



8.

The PolarPro DJI Phantom 4 Pro Gimbal Lock provides an easy to install 
solution to protect your camera's lens and gimbal. The gimbal lock 
simply snaps onto the Phantom 4 Pro’s legs while supporting the 
camera to provide protection while traveling. The lens cover works with 
any of our thread-on filters, and is also compatible with the stock   
Phantom 4 Pro UV filter. Constructed out of glass filled nylon, it’s        
extremely durable, featuring a smooth soft touch finish, and is covered 
by our liby our lifetime warranty.

P4P-LOCKGimbal Lock/Lens Cover
PHANTOM 4 PRO

DJI PHANTOM 4 PRO ACCESSORIES



9.

The PolarPro DJI Zenmuse X5S and X5R filters are designed specifically 
for the Zenmuse X5 platform, threading onto the stock X5 15mm MFT 
camera lens as well other X5 compatible lenses that have a 46mm front 
filter thread. This 6-pack contains a CP filter, an ND8 filter, an ND16 filter, 
an ND32 filter and combination ND8/PL and ND16/PL filters; giving you 
shutter speed control in nearly every possible lighting condition.

P6002Filter 6-Pack
ZENMUSE X5/X5R/X5S

This filter 3-pack is designed specifically for the Zenmuse X5, X5R and 
X5S camera platform, threading onto the stock 15mm MFT camera lens 
as well other X5 compatible lenses that have a 46mm front filter thread. 
These production grade filters feature our multi-coated, ultra-high      
definition glass for pristine optical clarity, and AirFrame™ construction 
for smooth and safe gimbal operation. The Zenmuse X5/X5R/X5S filter 
3-pack contains a UV filter, a CP filter and an ND8 filter. 

P6001Filter 3-Pack
ZENMUSE X5/X5R/X5S

DJI ZENMUSE X5/X5R/X5S FILTERS



10.

The Shutter Collection is part of PolarPro’s Cinema Series filter line.  
Featuring the highest grade glass and coatings on the market. The 
Cinema Series is for pilots who demand the absolute best. The Shutter 
Collection for the DJI X4S camera contains ND8, ND16, and ND32 filters 
for reducing the cameras shutter speed, to create a smooth cinematic 
composition

X4S-CS-SHUTTERShutter Collection
CINEMA SERIES™

The Vivid Collection for the DJI X4S camera contains rotatable ND4/PL, 
ND8/PL, and ND16/PL filters for reducing the cameras shutter speed,  
removing glare and increasing color saturation. Each filter is precision 
threaded to replace the stock UV filter on the X4S camera, reducing the 
amount of glass you are shooting through. The Cinema Series Vivid    
Collection for the DJI Inspire 2 X4S comes with a lifetime warranty      
ensuring they will last.

X4S-CS-VIVIDVivid Collection
CINEMA SERIES™

DJI ZENMUSE X4S FILTERS



11.

The PolarPro DJI Inspire 1/OSMO Professional 6-Pack includes six         
cinematic filters for aerial filming for capturing perfect content in nearly 
any lighting condition you encounter. Our ultra-light filter design ensures 
your gimbal will operate smoothly, and each filter is crafted with high 
definition glass, ensuring your images and videos are razor sharp.     
Featuring our precision-made aircraft aluminum frames, these filters 
thread directly onto the Inspire 1/OSMO camera with ease, replacing the 
ststock UV filter.

P4002Professional 6-Pack
OSMO

The PolarPro filter 3-Pack for the DJI Inspire 1 and OSMO camera is an 
outstanding set for capturing epic aerial videos. Included are our three 
most popular filters for aerial imaging; the Circular Polarizer (CP), 
3-Stop Neutral Density (ND8) and 4-Stop Neutral Density (ND16). Each 
filter is carefully designed to be ultra-light for use with the Inspire 
1/OSMO gimbal. The lightweight construction ensures the gimbal will 
operate smoothly. Made with HD glass, these filters ensure your videos 
and images will hand images will have beautiful razor-sharp clarity.

P4001Filter 3-Pack
OSMO

DJI OSMO FILTERS
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12.

The PolarPro Switchblade5 has been reimagined, rebuilt, and re-mastered 
based on user feedback to make it the most valuable diving filter for the 
GoPro Hero5. The built in Red Filter provides excellent color correction in 
blue or tropical water from 15 to 75 feet deep. The Macro Lens has also 
been rebuilt with a more powerful hinge allowing you to switch between 
macro and non-macro modes. The Macro Lens allows you to capture   
close-ups of underwater life. The Switchblade5 is backed by a lifetime 
warwarranty ensuring your underwater videos will always be epic.

H5B-SWCH5-SSSwitchblade5
HERO 5 BLACK SUPER SUIT

The PolarPro Red Filter for the GoPro Hero5 Super Suit housing will 
color correct your underwater videos providing you with vibrant tropical 
colors. Red Filter uses a proprietary red color formula that delivers     
accurate color correction, designed for filming at depths of 15 to 75 feet 
in tropical or blue water. Simply push on the Red Filter and watch it turn 
your overly-green videos into beautifully colored tropical masterpieces.

H5B-1001-SSRed Filter
HERO 5 BLACK SUPER SUIT

GOPRO HERO 5 FILTERS



13.

The PolarPro GoPro Hero5 Black Snorkel Filter allows you to capture     
vibrant tropical colors without having to edit in post-production. Simply 
push on the low-profile Snorkel Filter and press record for epic turtle and 
reef pictures. The Hero5 Snorkel Filter uses a special color formula to 
color correct underwater between depths of 2 to 25 feet. The sleek, 
low-profile design matches the GoPro Hero5 perfectly and is guaranteed 
to make your snorkeling videos pop.

H5B-2001Snorkel Filter
HERO 5 BLACK

The PolarPro Aqua Filter 3-Pack for the GoPro Hero5 Super Suit housing 
provides you with the 3 necessary filters to capture vibrant underwater 
colors. Simply press on one of the filters and let the proprietary color 
formula do all the color correcting for you. This pack includes our Red, 
Magenta and Snorkel dive filters.

H5B-1016-SSAqua Filter 3-Pack
HERO 5 BLACK SUPER SUIT

GOPRO HERO 5 FILTERS



14.

The PolarPro Macro Lens for the Hero5 Black is made to capture razor 
sharp, creative close-up shots (with the subject between 5 and 12 inches 
away from the camera). The Macro shifts the Hero5’s focal range and fo-
cuses the camera on close-up subjects while blurring the foreground and 
background, becoming a  creative tool to capture new perspectives with 
your GoPro Hero5.

H5B-1007Macro Lens
HERO 5 BLACK

The PolarPro GoPro Hero5 Black Polarizer filter is a great tool to help 
you improve image and video quality without spending hours correcting 
in post. The Hero5 Polarizer is designed to install easily onto your GoPro 
Hero5 Black and retain a sleek appearance. The lightweight, low-profile 
filter construction ensures full compatibility with the GoPro Karma and 
gimbal. The Polarizer is an easy to use filter that will reduce glare and 
improve color saturation making your videos pop.

H5B-1003Polarizer Filter
HERO 5 BLACK

GOPRO HERO 5 FILTERS



15.

The PolarPro GoPro Hero5 Venture 3-Pack is an excellent value for the  
aspiring filmmaker or content creator. This pack includes three filters that 
will help improve your video and image quality without having to do any 
post-production work. The Polarizer filter is the perfect tool for reducing 
glare and increasing color saturation to make your content pop and is 
great for conditions where you are happy with the camera's shutter 
speed but are looking to make things a little more vibrant. The ND8 helps 
redureduce the native shutter of the Hero5 by 3 f-stops. The Graduated ND8 
filter is the third filter in the set and is used for capturing stunning sun-
sets or sunrises. This filter is dark on the top and softly transitions to 
clear on the bottom.

H5B-1015Venture 3-Pack
HERO 5 BLACK

The Shutter Collection for the Hero5 Black is part of PolarPro’s Cinema 
Series line. Featuring the highest-grade glass and coatings delivering 
perfect optics. Each of these filters directly replace the front lens on the 
Hero5 Black camera, reducing the amount of glass you are shooting 
through. Included in this set is an ND8, ND16, and ND32 filter for         
reducing shutter speed to capture smooth cinematic videos. Designed 
to be perfectly compatible with the GoPro Karma Grip and the Karma 
DrDrone, this kit is perfect for cinematographers looking to drop shutter 
more than 5-stops. The Cinema Series filters can also be combined with 
the standard push on Karma Filters for even more light reduction        
capabilities.

H5B-CS-SHUTTERShutter Collection
CINEMA SERIES™

GOPRO HERO 5 FILTERS



16.

The PolarPro GoPro Hero5 Over-Under dome is the perfect tool 
for water photographers and videographers. This over-under 
system allows you to capture stunning “double” scenes, meaning 
your GoPro can capture what’s both above and below the water 
line in your shots. 

H5B-OVR-UNDROver-Under Dome
HERO 5 BLACK

The PolarPro Hero5 Karma 3-Pack is the perfect filter set to start filming 
with your Karma and Hero5 Black camera. These filters help reduce the 
Hero5’s native high shutter speed resulting in smooth cinematic aerial 
content. The ND8 filter is excellent for reducing shutter to the sweet 
spot in partly-cloudy conditions. The ND16 filter provides the correct 
amount of light reduction for filming on sunny days. Finally, the ND32 
filter reduces 5 f-stops of light for filming on extremely bright and sunny 
daydays. This pack is perfect for Hero5 users just getting into aerial           
videography and can be upgraded to the Cinema Series filter set down 
the road. The Karma Filter 3-Pack will enable you to capture smooth    
cinematic videos and take your content to the next level.

H5B-3001Karma Filter 3-Pack
HERO 5 BLACK

GOPRO HERO 5 FILTERS



17.

The PolarPro Denali Case is a customizable storage case designed for any 
adventure. With removable dividers, you can configure the Denali to carry 
a variety of camera gear. The Denali is designed to be simple and      
compact to fit inside your backpack or travel bag but is also durable 
enough to be used independently. The anti-slip, water resistant shell 
makes it easy to grab, even when wet. The case is large enough to fit a 
GoPro 3-Way or our Yukon Grip, StrapMount, 3 filter sets, cables, dual 
chacharger, and more.

DENALIGoPro Storage Case
DENALI CASE

The Yukon Grip is a multi-functional accessory that enables you to    
capture immersive POV content. The Yukon measures only 8.5-inches 
when compacted down, making it very portable and easy to store. When 
extended, the grip turns into a 24-inch extension pole. Yukon can be 
used as a grip, extension pole or follow-cam setup. When the extension 
arms are disconnected, the Yukon has plenty of buoyancy to float any 
GoPro camera. Yukon can also be mounted to any backpack or strap 
when used with the when used with the StrapMount. With a rugged and durable design, the 
Yukon Grip is backed by our lifetime warranty.

YKN-GRPGoPro Grip/Extension Pole
YUKON GRIP

GOPRO HERO 5  ACCESSORIES



18.

The StrapMount is the perfect mount for capturing immersive POV shots 
without being constrained by a head or chest harness. Use the          
StrapMount to securely mount your GoPro to any backpack, scuba BCD, 
life jacket, or other straps for hands-free filming. Once mounted, the 
quick-release plate allows you to quickly install and remove your GoPro 
for convenient camera access. Constructed out of blastproof glass-filled 
nylon, this mount will withstand the harshest conditions. The mounting 
popossibilities are endless—from wakeboard ropes to go-cart seat 
belts—capture angles never before seen with the StrapMount.

STRP-MNTGoPro Backpack Mount
STRAPMOUNT

GOPRO HERO 5  ACCESSORIES
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